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Customer profile: Baltic XL 
Baltic XL has worked in the Latvian market since 

2008 and currently it is one of the leading 

alcoholic beverage wholesale businesses in the 

Baltic States. Baltic XL customers purchase goods 

either by ordering from the company office, or 

directly from Baltic XL’s wholesale warehouse in a self-service way. Therefore Baltic XL has 

a solid incoming payment flow both from wire transfer and credit card payments. It is 

important that all such payments get entered into the ERP system quickly and correctly. 

Previously Baltic XL had been using standard payment processing methods built into their 

Horizon ERP system. However those standard methods still required a significant amount 

of manual operations. As Baltic XL keeps expanding (currently it is already serving more 

than 2500 outlets), the payment flow grows accordingly, and at some point the 

accountants became overwhelmed with manual work. That’s where CashManager came to 

help. 

Krišs Tūns, chairman of the board: „We were 

pleasantly surprised that CashManager could be 

implemented so quickly. After just a couple of hours of 

training, our accountants already could  efficiently use 

it.” 

At Baltic XL’s, CashManager works in tandem with 

Horizon, which is still the main accounting system. 

But all bank statement-related work is now done 

with CashManager. Thanks to CashManager, Baltic 

XL has reduced the time of bank statement 

processing for one hour per day on average. This is 

a clearly measurable benefit that has had a positive 

effect on the efficiency of the business as a whole. 

K. Tūns: "We are very satisfied with CashManager, it became an irreplaceable assistant for our 

everyday’s work. We are enjoying working with IntelliSoft’s team that solves all issues quickly 

and efficiently. However we should admit that issues are rare – the software works very well." 


